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    Rand flirts with R14.00/USD, but piercing this key resistance level will prove hard for the domestic currency, 
   and likely require a 25bp cut at the next FOMC meeting, absent any domestic events negative for the currency  
 
 

 
  

 



 
 

 

▪ The rand closed last week at R14.08/USD, R16.00/EUR and R17.87/GBP, moving stronger this week to 
R14.04/USD, R15.90/EUR and R17.77/GBP on US dollar weakness ahead of an expected cut in US interest 
rates at the next FOMC meeting (31st July).  
 

▪ The rand, and other emerging market currencies, have benefitted from financial market expectations that the 

US will cut its interest rates this year by 50bp (see “Q3.19 Macro-economic outlook 2019–2025: SA markets, 
rand follow global, ignores GDP which stutters on structural (regulatory) impediments to growth”, 1st July 2019, 
website address below). 
 



▪ While the rand is likely to continue to gain from perceptions, and particularly the occurrence, of global monetary 
policy easing, the third quarter tends be a quarter in which financial markets often experience risk-off. In 
particular, fears of slowing global economic growth have impacted markets, and could limit EM currencies gain 
in Q3.19. 
 

▪ We have revised our forecast for world GDP growth down again, to 2.6% y/y for 2019, versus the forecast we 
made in Q2.19 of 2.9% y/y in line with the World Bank which highlights that “(g)lobal growth has continued to 
weaken and momentum remains fragile.”  
 

▪ R14.00/USD is a key resistance level, and the domestic currency will likely find it difficult to pierce it sustainably, 
without very strong momentum. We expect this could only be likely if the FOMC cuts its fed funds rate by 25bp, 
with the earliest interest rate meeting on 31st July 2019.    

 
 

 
 

 

▪ Indeed, today the rand has weakened slightly on trade tensions directed now at the EU, as the US threatens 
additional tariffs of US$4bn on EU goods over aircraft subsidies. While a small amount, given the escalation in 
US-Sino trade tensions, markets are taking the threat against the EU as a higher risk of further momentum from 
the US towards eventual global trade war. 
 

▪ Additional tariffs against the EU would assist a slowdown in global economic growth, which is worrying financial 
markets. The latest trade spat comes just after agreement between the US and China this weekend at the G-
20 meeting on resuming trade negotiations.  
 



▪ US tariffs already applied on Chinese goods imported by the US, as well as the retaliatory measures from China 
remain in place, with little breakthrough on the US Chinese trade relationship at the weekend G-20, other than 
agreeing to continue negotiations. Many believe a final deal is unlikely to be reached soon.  
 

▪ A further escalation in trade tensions between the US and China is our down case, as is a Moody’s credit rating 
downgrade and a prolonged global financial markets risk-off environment. The split in the down case into a 
domestic (lite) Moody’s driven event, and a severe escalation in global trade tensions (war) and multiple credit 
rating downgrades is the severe down case.  
 

▪ While the rand could see further strength this year, this may be more likely to be sustained in the last quarter, 
as global financial markets tend to be less risk averse in that period (the last and first quarters of the year. 
Longer-term the rand is expected to return to its purchasing power parity valuation (in the expected case). 

 
 

 
   



 



 
 



 
 
 

  

  

 


